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Traditionally, universities and colleges still teach
how to draw landscapes by hand to instill the
student with freeform and curvy lines from the
natural movement of the hand. These tendencies
and an-eye for good design are created through
sketching and should translate into designing in
softwares. If youre a landscape architect or
designer, this is the software youve been waiting
for. Present your designs in full 3D using the
Realtime Walkthrough feature, complete with
lighting, shadows, and other effects. Add Lawn
Furniture, Outdoor Kitchens, and More Choose
from thousands of objects to enhance your
landscape designs such as swimming pool
objects, 3D rockery, outdoor furniture, intricate
gazebos, carports, sheds, and much more.
Create highly visual landscape renderings in
perspective or plan view is possible with this
powerful software. You can directly import your
landscape plan in PDF or JPEG and begin to
enhance detailed aspects of a rendering. For
landscape plans, you can create drop shadows
on buildings or plantings to make your landscape
plans look 3D generated. Learn More High
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Schools & CollegesHigh Schools & CollegesPRO
Landscape is taught in hundreds of high schools,
colleges and universities. PRO Landscape is easy
to use and fun for students. Plus, youll be
teaching with the industry leading landscape
design software so your students will have a
competitive edge after they graduate. PRO
Landscape is an easy to use, affordable, and
dependable landscape design software package
that helps users create impressive renderings
and detailed animations. Pro Landscape is used
at hundreds of universities, colleges, and high
schools around the world to teach students how
to design great landscapes.
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Create your landscape design with smooth
transitions between colors. Create a mirror
image in the background image. Make it to

match landscape design perfectly. This theme
allows you to create landscapes that are just like
your clients. This theme also allows you to make

your landscape to be a mirror of your client’s
landscape. By using color modulation and

gradient, it will make sure the overall color of
your landscape is consistent and beautiful.

Landscaping WP comes with an administration
panel called Dashboard that lets you manage

colors, menus, and widgets easily. Landscaping
WP uses a powerful theme framework and is

compatible with the latest WordPress version.
Double your blog readers with this attractive and

stunning theme. WordPress comes with a
powerful feature called SEO, which allows you to
optimize your site to increase its rankings and

traffic from search engines. This theme provides
the best SEO practice that ensures your site will
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get top Google ranking. Landscaping WP uses
the latest in Gutenberg technology for a more

engaging and functional WordPress experience.
The theme comes with powerful themes

framework that allows you to customize your
website in a simple manner. This theme comes
with built-in powerful Gutenberg page builder;
hence, its very easy to use and publish pages

and posts. Landscaping WP is multi-purpose and
has few custom widgets. This theme is suitable
for any type of businesses such as real estate,
lawn service companies, landscape designers,
gardening websites etc. Also, this theme is a

multipurpose theme, which is compatible with
WooCommerce plugin to create online shop.
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